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About This Game

Bring civilization to Sproggiwood, a story-driven, turn-based roguelike set in a humorous world inspired by Finnish mythology.
Grow your civilization and plunder procedural dungeons with six unique classes. Outsmart mischievous monsters who work

together in unexpected ways. No two dungeon dives are alike.

Story

You’re a simple farmer from the peaceful island of Clog. One moment, you're tending your grove -- the next, you’re lured
through a mysterious portal by a talking sheep. Now you’re the prisoner of Sproggi, a mischievous forest spirit who's built a

whole village just for you. You have a simple job: tame the wild creatures that roam the forests of Sproggi's realm...

Watch Sproggi's plans go awry when you discover a rival civilization on the rise to greatness. Will you choose to befriend these
curious Mushroom people and stand together, or will you crush them and claim Sproggiwood for your own? Seize the day and

civilize Sproggiwood now!

Gameplay

Sproggiwood distills the roguelike genre down to its core fun ingredients: inspired character classes, loads of interesting loot,
and procedurally populated dungeons with monsters and traps that combine to produce totally unique tactical challenges. In

Sproggiwood, adventure sessions are compact and chock-full of interesting choices for you to make. Each dungeon dive follows
the heroic rise of one adventurer from your civilization. Journey through teeming forests, haunted swamps, teetering cliffs, and
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glacial mazes to uncover your civilization's whole story.

Features

A wondrous and humorous setting inspired by Finnish mythology

Brain-churning tactical combat vs. an assortment of creative monsters and traps

Six fully unique, customizable classes: simple farmer, brave warrior, merry archer, cunning thief, brainy wizard, and
creepy vampire

Procedural dungeons filled to the brim with scrolls, potions, swords, and staves

Town decoration mode with buildings, trees, roads, and villagers
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Publisher:
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Play all of the content in the first thirty seconds.
Master the gameplay in a couple of minutes.
Uninstall.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/gPP8mXm35-4. This game is super cool. The artstyle of the cardboard city is very cool and almost cute, but
looks can be decieving when you strap on your headset. Although it may not be the scariest, this game is CREEPY AS HELL.
And I love it. It is so much darker and freakier in the Vive or Oculus than it appears on the monitor. The despearate need to find
the gear when the windows go red and the ticking sounds get louder (meaning the monster/s is/are close) also makes this game
super intense. I would recomend this to all VR owners. It's very innovative, and Devs, keep up the great work!. This is a good
puzzle game cross between connect four and tetris game but more complex.

It has a wide variation of game play and is relaxing and challenging at the same time.

It is the game to play when you don't want to play a game for a long time.

It is good value for the price. I think it is worth more than the asking price.. Is is worth the buy.

Buy it now!. Great game, not like many achievement spam games

Pros:
Works with an auto clicker (drag mouse across the screen with 100cps)
All achievements unlock with no problem
Says how many achievements you got on the side of the screen
Doesn't take too long

Cons:
"Hunt Mode" takes up way too much time, without it would make this at least 5x faster

Overall, good for 5k achievements :). To put this game in to one word, I'd say it's obnoxious.
The control scheme is novel, but appauling and awquward. There are all ready better control schemes designed for this kind of
thing, and they work. If you hold the "order bar" in one spot for one second, literally one second, I get some rotory options
wheel that i can't back out of without having to start over my order.
Also, theres no restarting a checkpoint, or even restarting the entire mission. If you mess up something, the only option is to
back out of the mission entirely, and go through 5 menus to start up again, and half of them are basically a "are you sure you
want to start this level?" kind of selection.
Theres no real cover in this game either. There are little areas marked by dots that provide a half damage factor, but that's all
you get. The "cover" works in all angles around it too, so there's no real purpose for tactical moving in order to flank, or prevent
flanking. Theres no suppressive fire, no smoke grenade to mask movements, no higher ground advantage, Nothing that really
even incorporates tactics besides not making your squad run too far into the map and getting overwhelmed by guys that you
couldnt see because of the lame\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665fog of war. Theres no real tactic necessity when playing.
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Which hardly makes sense, seeing that "tactics" is the biggest part of the title.
This game blows. I'm incredibly dissapointed because it looked like it'd be super fun. Every bit of the fun of super mash
brothers without any of that pesky infringing IP!

It's fun to bring in an inexperienced player as co-op vs a single CPU opponent as couch play, it helps build confidence quickly to
bat a cpu player back and forth across the stage. Too hard to understand how the controls work.
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I didn't find anything wrong about this game. I don't know why there's so many negative reviews, it's just a version of the classic
board game, nothing really to complain about. Really good humor and fun characters. I chuckled a good bit when playing it.
MUsic is suprisingly good for a game that looks like it was made for DOS. Point and click adventure games did not sound that
good back then but I'll allow the innacuracty.

In spite of this I can't recommend it due to lack of focus or a gripping story. I just dont really care what happens and I don't feel
like playing anymore. I would prefer if the humor was balanced with a better story or maybe if it was cheaper.. The Game:
Arkanoids are among my all time favorite arcade games. I've bought hundreds of them since the first one was released
on those large console cabinets. I must have put hundreds of pounds and Deutschmarks (cost 10p or 50 Pfennigs per
game) into those slot machines back in the mid 1970's when breakout first appeared (Atari 1976).

This is the worst Arkanoid clone I've ever played. The concept was great, but the game is full of bugs for example, the
bat does not travel the full length of the perimeter, so occasionally you lose a life until all are gone, then you have to
restart. The other bug is even worse, the ball ends up going from left to right with no way to make it change it's course,
so you have to restart the game 'AGAIN' Also, the game is devoid of bonus drops such as speed ups, slow downs,
bombs, rocket launchers, guns spare lives etc.

I love breakouts, and as said above, the concept was great, with boss levels and different layouts, for example two bats
and four bat modes (hardcore mode), but that isn't enough to save this game considering the lack of power ups and the
bugs that are present in the game.

I bought this via Steam when it was released Feb 2017 two years ago, but never got around to playing it via my Steam
version. Thankfully it was one of those cheap \u00a30.79\/$0.99\/\u20ac0.99 crappy games, so I can't complain. What I
can't believe is that the game is still being sold via Steam. You can see two videos of the game where you see the game
broken HERE & HERE

Conclusion

As said in the review above, this is the worst arkanoid\/breakout clone I've ever played partly due to the two bugs I
mentioned, i.e. the ball can be lost because you can't move the bat to the edge of the playing field plus the ball gets
stuck and you have to lose a life to continue until the bug forces you to start from the beginning. It also uses the ancient
password scheme, so if you do manage to complete a section of the game where you are given a password code, you can
then start the game from that point instead of starting from the beginning. Despite having played this game for hours
simply to check out the code process; becasue of the bugs I never got far enough into the game to get a password. It's
been available via Steam for over two years and unbelievably has been given mainly positive reviews despite some
posting about the bugs, but the developer has never bothered updating the game to fix the bugs since it left Greenlight.
(I voted for it simply because breakouts have been my favorite arcade genre for years). There are some positive things
to say about the game, for example the four modes of play (bosses, single bat, two bat and hardcore four bat modes),
but the execution of the game is poorly executed i.e. there are no power ups such a speed ups, guns extra lives etc also
the ball speed is far too slow to make the game challenging. Thankfully you can find hundreds of much better executed
free arkanoids via browser sites such as mini-clip or downloadable copies via free game sites such as MyPlayCity,
FreeGamePick, Gametop and Caiman

Controls

Navigate main menu = \u2193 or \u2191 + Enter
Back\/Pause = Esc
Full Screen toggle = F1
Restart = R
Bat movement = \u2190 & \u2192
Mouse = use for password

Addendum
Despite my negative review, if you are into a pure breakout with no power ups (as in the first ever breakout) you may
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like this game despite the two bugs mentioned above. The four modes of play do add some variety and increase the
difficulty slightly, but because the ball speed is relatively slow for a breakout, the challenge isn't great.. I typically do
not write a review for a game until I've played it for quite a few hours. I may have only played this one for two hours,
but I believe I've found everything the game has to offer. And truthfully, I wanted to enjoy it... but I felt I was lost in a
story that made little sense and wasn't captivating.

There are also the following core issues:
- The fancy handwritten script can be extremely hard to read.
- There's no option for subtitles. I usually play with audio anyway, but I always dislike it when games \/force\/ me to
have the sound on.
- There's also no music. Music adds so much to a game, or in this case, NOT having it actually takes away from the
experience.

The achievements were also mostly based on repetition; the game had to be completed twenty or thirty times to get
everything, and even then, there was little to no guidance on how to get the achievements, so it was mostly me stumbling
around blindly clicking on things and hoping an achievement unlocks.

There are some high points, like the voice acting -- it's not great, or even good, but I've also heard much worse. The
concept is also cool, though the storyline could have been fleshed out more. It doesn't even do it justice to storylines to
SAY this game has a storyline, as it's mostly random tidbits of information about items in a fictional shop coupled with
a minorly interesting, not-that-compelling dialogue between The Customer and his Mother-in-Law. Overall, I don't
think I can really recommend this game, but if you insist on buying it, I recommend checking out the achievement
guide I wrote in the guides section, mostly because it will limit the amount of frustrating repetition that is to be found
in this game.. Game of pure luck. DragoDino is a fun and cute rogue-lite platformer. I enjoyed playing through the
game and unlocking what content the game has to offer. I also greatly appreciate the split screen cooperative play and
Linux support. While this game feels rather difficult at first, it starts to feel too easy (especially for the rogue-lite
genre) as you get more experienced. I would purchase a sequel to this title if it had some improvements. Most notably,
some things I think would greatly enhance this game include: a. More powerups, b. More levels (ie. harder levels), c.
More bosses, d. More comprehensive unlock system, e. An easier difficulty "casual" to play with friends who are not
veterans of the rogue-lite genre.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ka9EgkAxvOQ

Unlike most of Steam, I actually enjoyed the first Uriel's Chasm. It was a nice mixture of game styles with a very avant-garde
approach to tying them all together, and the drug-addled\/fever dream christian themes and blasphemy had me asking "what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" on more than one occassion. So when Uriel's Chasm 2 was announced, I was excited to play it.

The above footage was recorded while I had a cold (hence the bad volume levels, I forgot to check them before hand due to how
loopy I was from the meds) and wound up lost to time until I found it the other day. I played it again once more after that, and
the feelings are about the same. As a bullet hell, it still works out in a Titan Quest sort of way. Just one boss fight after another
with the theme of fruit. It's a bit confusing there as they cause pain in the bullet hell sequence, but then in the strategy segment
to stop the trees from burning they are required to advance, making them beneficial.

Unfortunately, I have not been able to complete the game, so I'm not really sure how or if a lot of these elements play into each
other, but from what I experienced it all just seemed to be random things thrown together in more of a religious overtone. Part
of the reason for this is both a lack of skill on my part, as well as a lack of anything to really keep me going. Unlike the first,
this is just the same two games back-to-back. There is another in the trailer but I haven't seen it played, nor did I reach them.

The lack of a continue screen is also a shame. If you die, you go straight to the beginning. No contrinues, no second chances.
Your hit counter also doesn't seem to change other than you get one when you start a new boss battle (I think, that's what it
seemed from when I played). There's also small Sega CD style compressed video of what looks like an abandoned parking
garage that seems to have little to do with the game itself other than aesthetic. Rail Slave Games (the developer) continues to
play these games off like a bad rom hack of a lost game, and things such as the Pac-Man fruit play into it as well. Sadly, it isn't
necessary, nor does it really help anything.

Where the first entry had enough "what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" moments level after level to keep the player invested
to see what's coming next, this one just doesn't. And that's the fatal flaw in its design. This is ripe to set up a drug addled fantasy
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world of spiritual context, but the development team just don't take advantage of it. Hopefully their next entry (which I saw was
something actually called 'Fever Dreams') will play into the strengths it is named after.
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